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College web design templates

Study models have changed over the past decade. More and more colleges have come up to provide more and more facilities for a technologically sound generation of students. For example, not only is it enough to have good faculty members anymore; You can also visit HTML5 education templates.
19+ free site templates - Now Download Microsoft Word (DOC), Adobe Photoshop (PSD), Apple (MAC) pages, HTML5, WordPress, Microsoft Publisher our excellent collection of site education templates will help you attract the cultural aesthetic of the new generation while maintaining the professional
integrity of your prestigious organization. You may also open source site templates. College Celebrations site template $69DownloadIf you are considering designing a special site for an impending celebration or event in your college, this site template with responsive design and compatibility with multiple
browsers is the perfect choice. With amazing layout consisting of drop-down menus, diverse colorful themes and animated effect, you can easily design an attractive site. The university's website DesignDownloadResponsive Template College Education Website – $30DownloadResponsive College
School Template Web Site Template $48DownloadEducational Courses Website DesignDownloadCareer Education Response Web Site Web Site $139DownloadEducation College Template Template $16Down Loader School TemplateDownloadCollege Craft Template Web Site Celebration
#69DownloadResponsive College Course HTML5 Template Website $17DownloadCollege WordPress Theme Site $75DownloadDownloadWord WordFor Colleges Comes At Premium Price and Free Trial Version. It is a tremendous help to build a college site friendly and responsive to several key pages,
style, and design options. University theme website to improve college educationDownDownloadCollege template website $69DownloadCollege Template Education Site $10DownloadCollege Music Music Response Template Site $75DownloadCollege Theme Site and TemplateDownloadPremium
Education Moto CMS Template Site $139DownloadCollege With Mega Template Website 19DownloadResponsive College Music Band Template Site $75DownloadEducational WordPress Theme Site $48DownloadCo Ll education HTML template site $139DownloadCollege Education Words website
theme $49DownloadMultipurpose Template Education Site $48DownloadEducation Response College WordPress Site $49DownloadUniver Response Site Template $28DownloadCollege Event/Festival WordPress Theme Site $59DownloadIf you are looking for a clean and professional design to create
a college event or festival site, then this template is perfect for this purpose. With the retina ready, the resulting web page response layout will look good on all devices. It offers some awesome features such as multiple heads, visual composer, slider Etc., to help you design a unique website. Joomla
Education Template's response site 48DownloadThis clean and ideal Joomla education theme consists of styles such as Konina and K2, thus providing a high end-user experience. With a wide range of options such as diverse color themes, stunning slide shows, diverse page layouts etc., you can easily
design a unique site. Education Course College Words Theme Site $59DownloadFree College Template Site #48DownloadFree Mobile Education Mobile TemplateDownloadCollege Free Download TemplateDownloadMulti Concept College Wordpress Site $59DownloadThis Template is an ideal choice
for web design for schools, colleges, training institutions, teachers, coaches as well as libraries. Endowed with modern and contemporary design, it has responsive layout, thus ensuring the best display on all devices regardless of screen size and resolution. College graduates HTML5 template siteWhen
designing a site for college graduates, go to the interactive template and at the same time, easy to use. This template that is designed with HTML5 encoding is the perfect choice, with a wide range of attractive layouts, color schemes and menu patterns to choose from. Easy to download and customize,
this helps you design the perfect website in a jiffy. The Faculty respond html template template with CSSEducation web template for high school and higher college college and HTML education template site there are extensive lists covering every aspect of the services and facilities you provide to your
students. News and event sections cover everything that happens, helping to attract new students. Indexed pages of faculty and academics help all interested parties understand the nature of academic rigour on campus. You may also want education topics and templates. Your search for the best free
templates education site is now over. Here we have only the best web design alternatives that suit all educational institutions and online learning services. At present, you don't have to make a site full of scratch. In fact, you also don't even need to know how the code is and still experience great success in
some cases. But this applies to wordpress themes only (we have a few here too). For education templates, they require basic coding knowledge to convert html architecture into an active web site. However, each template code is neat and structured, so everyone will enjoy using it, whether it's a beginner
or a professional. Spread navigationSkip to WordPressJump themes to HTML templatesHead to Free WordPress topicsharing courses, school promotion, and all the rest that fall into this category, you can do with these templates like a hero. Each tool also ensures exceptional performance across all
devices and platforms. So not only that the design is very attractive to the eye, but the technical aspects of a successful site Fully sorted. If you need to build a tutorial site, now you know where to start. Take responsibility and enjoy smooth implementation. The best wordpress themesDivi (Premium)
education for schools, universities, colleges and online courses, Divi is a sophisticated and inclusive website template for your convenience. One thing is for sure, once you get to Divi, you can do all the work yourself. After all, without having to do coding work, you can edit and refine Divi as you wish
effortlessly. On the other hand, with a collection of over a hundred complete packages on the internet, you can expect to find a layout that suits you soon. Each view acts as a full web site out of the box. However, you can also set it using the integrated page builder. Once you see the huge amount of
features and ingredients that Divi in store for you, all that's left becomes history. For pages, even when it comes to related education, with a tool like Divi, you can arrange them in a small breeze. More information / Download DemoJevelin (Premium) start a website for a school or university is a child play
once you start putting Jevelin for use. In thirty collection and count samples, there is one preset for everything eduction. Now, feel free to employ the layout exactly as it is, but you don't have to. With Gifflin, you can also sell books and other items online with the integration of the e-commerce section. In
addition, start a blog, give tips, share compelling articles and other whatnots with current students and soon to be. More information / Download DemoEdumy (Premium) Edumy is a custom tutorial site template, especially for online courses and everything related to it. To quickly create from your online
educational platform, Edumy gives you access to eight different trial home page designs. Of course, you can also get tons more interior layouts to just mix and match and have the final design ready to roll. No need to do anything from scratch anymore, let Edumy take care of the majority of the work for
you to get out of the box. Edumy comes with Elementor Page Builder, LearnPress LMS Plugin, Simple Cycle Creation, Blog Layouts, Social Icons and Neat Headers. The Edumy chassis is also 100% mobile-ready and easy retina, ensuring smooth operation of your page on all devices. It is also fully
compatible with web browsers and optimized for fast download speed. More information / Download DemoHTML Free Education Templates HTML Templates Free Education Web Site templates help you make simple sites easily. Some templates are based on the absolute frame; Options to make
customizations easy for end-users. Bellow is the best free templates site based on HTML5 and CSS3. Some are built on the launch frame. Edumark we have a collection of various free educational templates website here for you, making sure to take care of all your goals. Edumark is another excellent
skin site that comes perfect for building an online education/learning platform. Instead of doing the work from a thousand to the thousand, you can now do it with the help of Edumark. The design part and various different sleek features are different at your disposal, readily available to put into play.
Moreover, Edumark includes things like swirling navigation, hover effects, drop-down menu, social media icons, testimonials, you name it, Edumark delivers them. Skip the brainstorming process and having an online platform for a sophisticated platform when you can take Edumark and let it do magic for
you and your use. For your information, you can freely use Edumark outside the box, while keeping the default view intact. Or don't take it another step and brand Edumark according to your liking. More information / Download DemoKiddy Kiddy Kiddie, as the name suggests, is a template free education
site for kindergarten and childcare. If this is the thing that you're after, Kiddie is one of the best tools on the market today. And of course, it doesn't cost you a dime! How wonderful is that? Even if kiddie is free, the result will not be half baked. Quite the opposite, actually. This modern solution practices all
the latest trends of the current internet, ensuring first-class performance at all times. It is 100% responsive, via a compatible and network-friendly browser. Kiddy is also a Bootstrap frame template, making sure flexibility on the point. What's more, you will find all sorts of things, such as packages, pricing
plans, customer testimonials, social media icons, view effect, gallery and list go on. More information/download DemoNurture Nurture is a wonderful free website template that works both for online and offline education. Keep in mind, Nurture is the ideal solution if you are setting up an educational
platform/facility for children. This means that it can even work for a primary school; The options are many. Nurture follows all modern trends so that your site's performance is always top-nottheve. It features a banner on the screen with text, call to action and support video click fold. Use this section
strategically and you will earn more than parents easily. Take care of rock also all the features and other essential elements to start the internet quickly. More information / Download DemoStudylab Studylab is a free education site template with heaps of great features and functions. If online courses are
what you want to specialize in, create an online center using Studylab. Although it's a free solution, Studylab is still full of wonderful amenities for you. Moreover, it is an HTML template with a well-organized code, using It's going to be comfortable. This applies to both beginners and pros. Some other
disciplines are floating navigation, registration form, animation statistics, downloading scrolling content and testimonials. Share knowledge with the world professionally with Studylab. More information/download DemoCourses as the name suggests, courses is the ideal solution if you are building an e-
learning site. With this modern design and flaws on the web, you can pay any kind of courses. You can go niche but you can also create a public platform for online learning. The option is for you, it just shows that the courses are very versatile and extensive. This free tool comes with all kinds of
specialties that create a strong website. Everything in the collection, from the scavenger snare and back to the top button to the drop down menu, Google Maps and the form of a business contact. Avoid the way you create a web site from scratch with courses now. More information/download DemoFox
when you search for the perfect free education site template, you're definitely looking for sophistication and ease of use. Fox has the best of both worlds and then some. It's an exceptional solution that gives you everything it takes to quickly start your website. You can employ Fox for all sorts of intentions,
such as school, college, heck and even online learning platforms. The options are many, making sure Fox meets your needs effortlessly. Above the barn, Fox sports the slider and call action, helping you to encourage them to take action immediately. Other treats of this tool are animated statistics,



viewfinder effect, downloading scrolling content, requesting a quote form, functional contact model and Google Maps. Get your tutorial project on the feet with Fox now and set yourself apart from the competition. More information/download DemoEclipse for sites that offer online courses and other
learning services, Eclipse is a free education site template that does the trick. With contemporary and creative web design, the eclipse captures everyone's attention directly from the bat. There is no need for but you can also modify the eclipse layout and enter your signature pattern for it. Of course, the
out of the box version is already neat, and you will need to stick to it and not bother modifying it too much. However, customize it in free will and express yourself uniquely. Options exist. Make all your courses like hero and let everyone know your knowledge base and experts. These are also different
sliders, full video support, testimonials, hover animations, multiple internal pages and web components. Make your website fun and a simple way and grow your project online. More information/download DemoEdusmart schools, universities, colleges and other educational institutions should not miss the
power of the online world. If they lack a solid internet presence, they may be losing tons of opportunities. One of them is reaching out to more students, ready to get on board. Moreover, with a website, you can go into serious details, and make your and other offers. Do things the right way with Edusmart,
a free educational site template. You can now easily be ahead of the competition and do it your way. Flexible and extendable, Edusmart can modify the default web design and enrich it with your creativity and originality. Edusmart has everything it takes to create your own website and get things rolling. It
even comes with a blog and a contact page with both Google Maps and Format. Now you know what to do next. More information/download DemoEducature If you want to make a fun and entertaining experience, you take a peek at the best direct learning preview page. The design is contemporary,
elegant and spiced with exquisite animation. For example, an adorable rocket launches directly from your screen as soon as you start to srolling. You'll know what I'm talking about soon not only that, but this rocket itself takes you to the top when it's down at the bottom or somewhere in the middle of the
site. Sometimes, these small details make or break the experience. This time, you will find it very rewarding. Offer online courses at various outlets, share what students will earn from them after enrolling and build confidence with certificates. The options are many when you can access Educature, so use
them to their full potential and shine online. More information/download DemoWebuni for the most part, all our free web templates come multiple enough for you to use with different projects. Webuni is no different. It is a tool for online courses, but you can also employ them to craft a stylish web presence
for schools and universities. Whatever the case, the finished product will shake the world of the Internet with cleanliness, professionalism and sophistication. Webuni maintains a relatively simple and modern web design, making sure it suits different users. Keep in mind, while you can use it as it is, you
can also make adjustments and tweak to your needs. Webuni has the option to search courses through different categories and even function to download your courses. Avoid web design brainstorming from scratch and inspire your creative thinking with Webuni. More information /download DemoLearnIT
we continue to collect outstanding from the best free education site templates with LearnIT. It is another gorgeous, mobile-ready, retina-friendly and web browser compatible with the model for your educational projects and companies. You can use it for schools and you can use it for online courses. Of
course, you can hire LearnIT for both too. As far as design goes, LearnIT knows what it means to ensure a great experience whether browsing it on a mobile device or a desktop device. It completely and instantly adjusts to all the gadgets and appears beautifully on retina screens as well. The effect of the
viewfinder, the ziki navigation, call-to-work buttons, additional web elements, pricing plans and code, these are just some of the features you get with LearnIT. Even as a faculty, LearnIT is an impressive solution Your presence online. More information/download DemoGenius back in days, you almost need
to be a genius to develop a hit website. For the time being, well, it's not quite like that anymore. When it comes to designing the perfect web space for your web space, you can simply choose a free web site template for education and take it near completion. Needless to say, it is a genius that will do your
project ideas well and finally bring them to life. Genius is perfect for universities, but schools, colleges and colleges can take it to their advantage only as well. The basic features of genius are the Bootstrap frame, mobile-ready layout, high performance and improved search engine. Other good goods are
downloading scrolling content, animated statistics, blogs, events, widget subscription and functional connection format. There you go, you can now comfortably create your own educational website and make a difference. More information/download DemoUnicat If you're all about sharing your knowledge
and creating online courses, chances are, You will enjoy Unicat a lot. This free template for the learning site may cost you nothing but the features and layouts it brings to the table are very excellent. Not only that, but work and edit and maintain a great site later with Unicat is also a piece of cake. It's a
great web design that helps you sort things out. Unix features a full-width slider, sticky navigation, minimalist look, parallax effect, recording format sessions, events section and latest news. As for the latter, there is actually a complete blog included in web design to start sharing bomb knowledge on a
regular basis. Start your online education project like pro and help students gain the required knowledge. More information / Download DemoEzuca Ezuca is a free online learning site template that you can use for all kinds of different purposes. First, you can take advantage of Ezuca to create online
courses only. Moreover, you can also apply for a school or university website and change it accordingly. This shows just how adjustable Ezuca is. And yes, you can also perfectly customize to fit your project perfectly. With Ezuca, you will have a fully mobile-ready website that will work on all devices and
platforms such as Dream. Great features are at your service, available to be employed according to your brand standards. Enticing banner, call buttons, hover effects, social media icons and other stunning sections await every Ezuca user. No more searching and choosing a tool to finally bring to that
wonderful site that will help those in need. More information / Download DemoUnica Unica is a wonderful template free education site for schools and universities. It's a rock web design that you can change to your needs without hassle. With a layout like Unica, you don't have to worry about your
website's response. It is a guarantee that every Unica page completely resets to any hardware, mobile and desktop. It is also in tune with It is optimized for excellent performance and search engines. The huge slider will connect everyone and encourage them to take action. Use it to promote the most
popular courses or other news that you should read about your university. There are also about, courses, blogs and contact pages in the package for you to save more time and energy. Turn Unica into an active site and spread awareness. More information/ download DemoLingua as the name suggests,
Lingua is a free education site template primarily for language courses. Regardless of the services you offer, Lingua has no problem adapting to your requests. It's a beautiful and light design that makes Lingua versatile enough to suit even those with the toughest tastes. Perform your creative touch and
make it to you with ease. Organizing this theme is of the highest score for all to have a seamless working experience with many features Lingua.Lingua and assets make sure to complete building your online language courses as quickly as possible. The flags slider includes free sessions to subscribe to
the form, countdown and widget subscription newsletter. In addition, Lingua also includes courses, trainers, blogs and contact pages. The latter comes with Google Maps and action connectivity format which makes Lingua even more functional and practical. More information / Download
DemoEskwelaEskwela is a premium premium featured feel free education template. This template is completely the opposite of the flight school template site. Eskwela is a design design full modern presentation template site. It has all the modern elements and design layouts necessary for the
educational site of this era. You can get interactive items such as mouse effects, counters, and interactive map in the Contacts section. This template is the best match for training institutes and courses that offer educational consulting sites and sites. Since once the user, the ground on the template they
first see the services provided in the header section. It is a one-page web site template, people who want to tell visitors about their services on one page will love this template. This template is practiced HTML5, CSS3 and is completely mobile response. More information/download demo education is one
of our leading and most advanced free WordPress templates for everything related to teaching and learning. You can use it for schools, universities, online classes, call it what you want, and education is ready for any challenge. It starts with full-screen scrolling, text, and the connection button. Useful
navigation is constantly present because it is stuck so the user can quickly jump from section to partition without having to scroll back to the top. Awesome hover effects, advanced search format courses and even a section for your upcoming events, you can get everything with education. Besides, the
tool is also responsive and the retina is ready to work smoothly on all modern devices. You can even start writing a blog to keep students updated with all News and other whatnots. More information / Download DemoSkwela Skwela is the best free education website template for online courses of any
kind. It's competing with most of the premium offers out there so far it's still completely free. You can play around with features, edit and improve Skwela in your needs quickly. Skwela has the ability to instantly adapt to your needs and help you stand out on the internet. For the best online performance
and device out there, Skwela follows all web trends in the new age and technology. It is mobile-ready, compatible with all web browsers and displays your crisp clean content on all retina devices. In the package, Skwela also comes with login and registration forms and has a fully functional connection
model. Pay your lessons, capture the attention of more potential students, and scale your business. More information/download DemoEnlightEnglight is a neat looking vocational education website template. You can use this template for college, academic, university, school, kindergarten and all other
educational-related sites. It is a simple, multi-page web site template. The colors and fonts used match both children's education sites and universities. It has no movement effects or transition effects. This site template is the best game for people who want to make a simple site or one page site to say
about their services and courses provided. This is also a mobile response web site template. More information/download DemoCourse Course is a stylish looking education and online web site template course with the use of bright professional colors. It is a multi-page learning site template with clean
animations, hovering effects and design layouts. The service page for this site template is meticulously designed, and hidden hover effects easily get those attention. This template gives you features such as logo text slider, hover effects, carousel slider, gallery effect, awesome font icons and sssps. The
session is built on HTML5, CSS3, JSS and Bootstrap window. It is also a mobile response site template. More information / download DemoEdusite (most popular) Edusite is by far the most popular education site template with thousands of downloads and counting. It offers a lot of premium features and
is a solid alternative to all paid products. However, The Edusite is and will always be completely free for private and commercial use. Edusite rocks an amazing and clean web design that adapts fluently to mobile devices, tablet and desktop. The browsing experience of your presentations is intact, always
of the same and highest standards. Whether schools, universities or your business relies solely on online teaching, Edusite is waiting to sort you out with a solid internet. It has a contact page with Google Maps integrated, social media icons and an amazing blog included in the layout. As for the latter, you
can use it freely for a separate page and start an educational blog. More information / DemoLabsLabs is a colorful, fashionable free education site template. It is a perfect pixel site template that uses cool modern colors, icons and layout design. With plenty of space in the head section of your brand logo,
this site template leaves a strong impression on visitors about your brand. The use of trendy icons and subtle animation effects and hover effects have made this site template a professional look. It has all the site elements and features you need to make a modern learning site. Professional design design
and cool colors easily attract students to your website. This website is the perfect choice for training institutes and other online courses that offer educational institutes. This template is built on HTML5 and CSS3. It responds by default to mobile so your site can reach students on any device. More
information/download demoCreativeCreative agency is a new site template with a new design and professional look site template. It is a one-page site template with a blog section. If you are looking for a clean web site template, you can say about your educational services on one page. Creative is the
template for you. This free education site template gives you features such as a large header image section, scrollview viewfinder, clean hover effects, meticulously designed price table and simple icons. Hover effects and other animated effects on this site template are neat and also get visitors' attention
easily. This site template is built on HTML5, CSS3 and Bootstrap window. This template is also a mobile response, to help you view the website accurately in any device. More information/download DemoFree Education Template site for WordPressWordPress site templates give you a lot of additional
features that you won't get in the HTML site template for free. When you choose to use (premium WordPress educational site templates) you will get an option for a learning management system also known as LMS. Online educational services and training providers find these LMS features to be
extremely useful. This does not mean that you will get LMS features in premium WordPress themes alone; LMS plugins are premium plugins; You can save some money on a free theme and can use the money to buy a premium plugin. Here are the best free education templates for WordPress.Shapely
(most popular) Shapely is our outstanding free WordPress template that is as versatile as you would like it to be. However, you can use Shapely for almost any type of online project including those related to education. It will beautifully showcase your online classes, attract new people and share them
with the world why you are offering the best learning programs out there. With enormous assets and properties, Shapely will inevitably become one of the best tools for hammering pages. It responds, the retina is ready, and comes with amazing support WooCommerce also supports the plugin. Adjust the
theme but see the best fit for your project and let it take to the next level. It's already done, you just need to fill it with your content and even use Shapely out of the box. No matter how sensitive you are, Maishki is here to help and realize it. More information / Download DemoIlldy (Trending) Illdy is another
wonderful free education wordpress site template with a single page layout. You can have it all displayed on one page to ensure visitors find what they want as quickly as possible. Illdy is a complete response, customizable and instantly acclimatizing to your training project. Make changes to Illdy in real
time and see direct results simultaneously for the fastest adjustment ever. Flat design, moving statistics, slider testimonials, search engine optimization and support for major plugins, Illdy is loaded with splendor. Anyone who uploads it (for free!) also receives complete documents and an opportunity to
speak with our professional support team. Take things in your hands and start moving towards building a page for a first-rate education organization. Nothing here to stop you, Illdy is ready to use to his full potential for the fantastic results you're aiming for. More information / Download DemoWhat template
impressed you? These are the best free education site templates you can take advantage of for your educational site. Both HTML and WordPress alternatives in the free version only giveyou limited options and features in their template. For more advanced options you have to either get a pro version or in
the case of a WordPress template you have to get a premium plugin for features such as a learning management system. What is your favorite website template for free education? Let us know in the comments section and also share your experience with other free education templates. Templates.
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